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ABSTRACT

Aims. Our aim is to identify brown dwarf members of the nearby Hyades open star cluster to determine the photometric and spectro-
scopic properties of brown dwarfs at moderately old ages and extend the knowledge of the substellar mass function of the cluster.
Methods. We cross-matched the 2MASS and AllWISE public catalogues and measured proper motions to identify low-mass stars and
brown dwarf candidates in an area of radius eight degrees around the central region of the Hyades cluster. We identified objects with
photometry and proper motions consistent with cluster membership. For the faintest (J = 17.2 mag) most promising astrometric and
photometric low-mass candidate 2MASS J04183483+2131275, with a membership probability of 94.5%, we obtained low-resolution
(R = 300–1000) and intermediate-resolution (R = 2500) spectroscopy with the 10.4m Gran Telescopio Canarias.
Results. From the low-resolution spectra we determined a L5.0±0.5 spectral type, consistent with the available photometry. In the
intermediate dispersion spectrum we detected Hα in emission (marginally resolved with a full width half maximum of ∼2.8 Å) and
determined a log(LHα/Lbol) = −6.0 dex. From Hα we obtained a radial velocity of 38.0±2.9 km·s−1, which combined with the proper
motion leads to space velocities which are fully consistent with membership in the Hyades cluster. We also report a detection in the
H2 band by the UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey. Using evolutionary models we determine from the available photometry of the object
a mass in the range 0.039−0.055 M�. Brown dwarfs with masses below 0.055 M� should fully preserve its initial lithium content, and
indeed the spectrum at 6708 Å may show a feature consistent with lithium preservation; however, a higher S/N is needed to confirm
this point.
Conclusions. We have identified a new high-probability L5 brown dwarf member of the Hyades cluster. This is the first relatively old
L5 brown dwarf with a well-determined age (500−700 Myr) and measured chromospheric emission.

Key words. Stars: low-mass — Galaxy: open clusters and association (Hyades) — techniques: photometric — techniques: spectro-
scopic — surveys

1. Introduction

Brown dwarfs are objects with masses below 0.075 M� unable
to reach high enough temperatures in their cores to trigger hy-
drogen fusion (Burrows & Liebert 1993; Chabrier & Baraffe
1997). The absence of stable hydrogen burning causes the physi-
cal properties of brown dwarfs to change drastically as a function
of mass and age. Dynamical determination of masses has been
possible for a growing list of binary brown dwarfs (e.g. Zapa-
tero Osorio et al. 2004; Dupuy & Liu 2012), but the age is also
required to fully constrain evolutionary models of substellar ob-
jects (Baraffe et al. 1998; Siess et al. 2000; Baraffe et al. 2015;
Feiden et al. 2015). The characterization of brown dwarf mem-
bers of open star clusters of well-known age is of capital impor-
tance because we are provided with snapshots of the physical
properties (colours, luminosities, spectral energy distributions)
of these objects at given ages. Searches in star-forming regions
and young clusters have revealed brown dwarfs with ages from

? Based on observations made with the Gran Telescopio de Canarias
(GTC) installed at the Spanish Observatorio del Roque de los Mucha-
chos of the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias, on the island of La
Palma.

a few Myrs to a few hundred Myrs (see reviews by Bastian et al.
2010; Luhman 2012).

Older star clusters (> 500 Myr) like the Hyades (Melotte
25, α2000 = 04h26m54s, δ2000 = +15◦52′) offer a unique opportu-
nity to find examples of relatively old brown dwarfs with well-
determined age and metallicity. The Hyades has a mean distance
of 46.3±0.3 pc and is the closest open star cluster to the Sun (van
Leeuwen 2009). The Hyades exhibit a significant mean proper
motion: µ =∼ 74–140 mas/yr, PA = 90o-135o (Bryja et al. 1994),
a tidal radius of ∼10 pc, and a core radius of 2.5–3.0 pc (Perry-
man et al. 1998). Owing to its proximity, the cluster spans a large
area over the sky (several hundred square degrees). The age of
the Hyades is 625±50 Myr based on the comparison of the ob-
served cluster sequence with model isochrones, although a wider
age range cannot be discarded (Mermilliod 1981; Eggen 1998).
The metallicity of high-mass members appears slightly super-
solar, around [Fe/H]∼ 0.13–0.14 dex (Boesgaard & Friel 1990)
although a more recent work by Gebran et al. (2010) suggests a
mean solar metallicity.

Hogan et al. (2008) reported a number of L dwarf candi-
dates in the Hyades cluster based on photometry and proper mo-
tions. They identified 12 objects with colours resembling those
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of field L dwarfs. Recently, Casewell et al. (2014) and Lodieu
et al. (2014) presented spectroscopic follow-up confirming the
cool nature of most of the candidates reported by Hogan et al.
(2008), although these authors did not unambiguously determine
whether these objects are brown dwarfs or very low-mass stars.
Bouvier et al. (2008) discovered the first two T-type dwarfs in the
Hyades cluster based on low-resolution infrared spectra. These
cool objects are very likely brown dwarfs. Based on the shape of
the mass function, Bouvier et al. (2008) argued that ∼15 brown
dwarfs could exist in the present-day Hyades cluster and are yet
to be uncovered. In addition to 2MASSI 023301.55+2470406
(Cruz et al. 2007), which was proposed as a L0 member of the
Hyades (Goldman et al. 2013), a few other known L/T dwarfs
listed with spectra and proper motions in the compendium of
ultracool dwarfs1 could be associated with the Hyades moving
group (Bannister & Jameson 2007; Gagné et al. 2015) and there-
fore could be relatively old.

In this paper, we present the finding of a new mid-L dwarf,
2MASS J04183483+2131275 (hereafter 2M0418+21) with pho-
tometry, spectroscopy, proper motion, and radial velocity con-
sistent with membership in the Hyades cluster. Furthermore, it
presents signs of chromospheric activity with a clear detection
of Hα in emission on 19 December 2015 for a few hours. In
Sect. 2 we describe our search for new very low-mass members
of the Hyades. In Sect. 3 we present spectroscopic observations
of the most promising candidate found 2M0418+21 conducted
with the Gran Telescopio de Canarias (GTC). In Sect. 4 we anal-
yse the optical spectra and put our results in context with other
low-mass stars and brown dwarfs.

2. New very low-mass proper motion member of the
Hyades

2.1. Catalogue cross-match

We cross-matched the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS;
Cutri et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006) point source catalogue
and the AllWISE mid-infrared catalogue built upon the Wide-
field Infrared Survey Explorer mission (WISE; Wright et al.
2010) to identify new low-mass stars and substellar members
in the Hyades cluster. Details of this cross-match will be pre-
sented in a future paper (Pérez-Garrido et al. 2016, in prep.).
Given the temporal baseline between the two surveys (∼11–14
yr) we conducted an astrometric search to identify objects with
mean displacements larger than 100 mas/yr. In our search, we
looked for pairs of uncorrelated objects in 2MASS and WISE
in a Hyades region of radius 8 degrees centred at 04h26m54s,
+15o52′. Uncorrelated objects are those which are present in
one catalogue with no counterpart in the other database within
a correlation radius of one arcsec. In a subsequent step, we se-
lected objects with apparent proper motions measured between
both catalogues of 70 < µα cos δ < 130 mas/yr in right ascen-
sion and −60 < µδ < 0 mas/yr in declination. These pairs rep-
resent candidates with proper motions comparable to those of
Hyades members (Fig. 1). This correlation returned 130 objects
with proper motions and near-infrared photometry compatible
with cluster membership (Fig. 1; Fig. 4). We recovered several L
dwarf candidates (Hogan et al. 2008) with spectroscopic follow-
up (Casewell et al. 2014; Lodieu et al. 2014). A subset of those
130 candidates found in our search also have optical photometry
in the Sloan Sky Digital Survey (York et al. 2000). Remarkably,
we identified a new object whose colours measured by 2MASS,

1 see http://spider.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/davy/ARCHIVE/index.shtml
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Fig. 1. Proper motion diagram of the Hyades cluster. Green triangles
correspond to Hyades members (Goldman et al. 2013) and the solid
square corresponds to 2M0418+21. Black dots corresponds to objects
in the Simbad database within a circular radius of 2 degrees around
2M0418+21.

WISE, and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
2000) were indicative of a mid-L dwarf (Fig. 4; Table 1) that
is cooler and significantly fainter than other previously reported
Hyades L dwarfs. In Sect. 3 we present the optical spectral clas-
sification of this object.

2.2. Proper motion computation

The proper motion of 2M0418+21 was obtained using the
2MASS, AllWISE, and UKIDSS GCS catalogues and simply
calculated as µα = ∆α cos δ/∆t and µδ = ∆δ/∆t, where ∆α and
∆δ are the differences between RA and Dec in any two cata-
logues. We note that we used the set of coordinates not cor-
rected for proper motion in the AllWISE catalogue. In order
to assess the error in our measurement for each pair of cata-
logues we determined the proper motions of all objects placed
30 arcmin around 2M0418+21. We estimate the error, σ, from
the full width half maximum of each bell-shaped proper mo-
tion histogram (2.3 times σ). We discarded the proper motion
measurements from the AllWISE vs UKIDSS GCS pairs ow-
ing to the short baseline between the two observations as it
yielded large error bars (∼60 mas/yr). For the other two pairs
of catalogues we obtained errors of ∼8 mas/yr and the initial re-
sulting 2M0418+21 proper motions were (129,−53) mas/yr and
(133,−44) mas/yr for 2MASS-AllWISE and 2MASS-UKIDSS
GCS, respectively. However, for the Hyades objects a correct
estimation of the proper motion requires taking into account
parallactic motion. We removed this parallactic effect using the
Earth’s barycentre coordinates for each catalogue epoch, assum-
ing a distance of 48.8 pc. We then performed a linear regression
with the new coordinates from 2MASS, UKIDSS, and WISE
AllSky (we did not use AllWISE since its astrometry is an aver-
age spanning several months), and the resulting fit yielded a final
proper motion of (124±7,-53±6) mas/yr for our object.

2.3. Hyades membership

All members of the Hyades cluster seem to move towards
the cluster convergent point (CP) located at αCP =6h29.48m,
δCP=6o53′.4 (Madsen et al. 2002). The angle θ from this ob-
ject to the convergent point (measured as the angle between the
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Fig. 2. Finding chart of 2M0418+21 in J band from UKIDSS Galactic
Cluster Survey.

line pointing to the north and the line to the CP) can be calcu-
lated as in Hogan et al. (2008). This angle should be compared
to the proper motion angle, θPM. Values for these angles with dif-
ferences below 12o would indicate that our object is moving to-
wards the Hyades CP. In our case we get θ =110o and θPM=113o.
We also calculate a proper motion distance of 41.7 pc using Eq.
(3) of Hogan et al. (2008). Both estimations are in good agree-
ment with what we expect for Hyades members (van Leeuwen
2007).

Furthermore, we use the maximum likelihood method de-
scribed in Sanders (1971) to assess the Hyades membership
probability of 2M0418+21. This method assumes two overlap-
ping normal bivariate frequency functions, one for field stars and
one for the cluster. In our implementation we input the known
proper motion of the Hyades cluster, µα = 115 and µδ = −40
(mas/yr), and let the algorithm estimate the mean proper motion
of field objects. We considered all point sources within a radius
of 30 arcmin around 2M0418+21, finding a membership prob-
ability of 94.5% for 2M0418+21. Therefore, this object can be
considered from both photometry and proper motion as a mem-
ber of the Hyades cluster.

2.4. Additional photometry

In addition to the JHKs near-infrared photometry from 2MASS
and mid-infrared data from WISE, 2M0418+21 is also covered
by the Sloan Sky Digital Survey Data Release 9 (York et al.
2000; Ahn et al. 2012a) and the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Sur-
vey (UKIDSS; Lawrence et al. 2007) Galactic Clusters Survey
and Galactic Plane Surveys. 2M0418+21 is detected in the Sloan
z band only and in various filters from UKIDSS with two distinct
epochs (1 December 2005 for K1 and 29 November 2005 for K).
We summarize the photometry available for 2M0418+21 in Ta-
ble 1 and display a J-band finding chart from UKIDSS in Fig.
2.
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Fig. 3. J−K, W1−W2, and J−W2 colour as a function of mass from the
AMES-Dusty evolutionary model. The dashed red line with the bottom
and top red line represent the W1−W2 (AllWISE) and J−K (UKIDSS)
colours of 2M0418+21 with their error bars.
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Fig. 4. (W1 −W2,MW2) colour-magnitude diagram depicting known L
dwarfs in the Hyades (red squares; Hogan et al. 2008; Casewell et al.
2014; Lodieu et al. 2014), Hyades high-mass and low-mass members
(black dots; Goldman et al. 2013), the mean sequence of field L and
T dwarfs shifted to 46.3 pc (purple line; Dupuy & Liu 2012), and our
target 2M0418+21 (solid square; this work).

We checked the H2(1–0)-band image obtained by the
UKIDSS Galactic Plane Survey on 29 November 2005. The
DR10 catalogue gives a magnitude of 15.247±0.029 mag with
an ellipticity below 0.06 and roundness parameters indicating a
point source. However, 2M0418+21 stands out in the (J −H2,J)
and (H − H2,H) colour-magnitude diagrams in comparison to
other point-like objects within five arcmin (Fig. 5). Its J − H2
and H −H2 colours are redder than any other point source in the
field (Fig. 5). However, its location in the (K − H2,K) colour-
magnitude diagram fits the main sequence of point sources well
(right side plot in Fig. 5). The H2(1–0) is centred at 2.12 mi-
crons with a 50% cut-off of 0.1 microns, and is usually used
to probe the presence of molecular emission from circumstellar
disks. We do not see any obvious presence of a jet in the 5 arcmin
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image. We have checked the Herschel and ALMA archives, but
the search did not return any public image at the time of writing
so we cannot discuss further the presence or absence of a disk
around 2M0418+21.

We added two samples of objects in Fig. 5 to place the H2
photometry of 2M0418+21 in context. We cross-matched the
full list of Hyades members from Goldman et al. (2013) with the
UKIDSS GPS DR10 and found 79 sources with H2 photometry
(red open squares in Fig. 5). However, only a handful have mag-
nitudes fainter than 12 mag. Only one source has an H2 magni-
tude fainter than 13 mag, safely below the saturation limits of the
UKIDSS shallow surveys (Lodieu et al. 2007). We also included
two L dwarfs covered by the GPS among all field L/T dwarfs
listed in the compendium of ultracool dwarfs2. One object is
2MASSW J0326137+295015 classified in the optical as a L3.5
dwarf (Kirkpatrick et al. 1999) with a trigonometric distance of
32.2+1.49

−1.64 pc and a mean proper motion of 69.4±0.8 mas/yr with
a position angle of 344.3±0.7 degrees (Dahn et al. 2002). The
proper motion of this source is lower than the average motion
of Hyades members with a discrepant position angle and it lies
closer than the Hyades, arguing against its membership in the
Hyades. The other source is 2MASSI J0409095+210439 (L3.0;
Kirkpatrick et al. 2000). This object lies close to the centre of
the Hyades cluster and has a proper motion of 101±15,−148±12
mas/yr (Casewell et al. 2008) and a spectrophotometric distance
of 35.9–39.8 pc, which makes it a potential L dwarf member
of the Hyades cluster. We observe a possible trend of redder
J − H2 and H − H2 colours with later spectral types in the L
dwarf regime.

2.5. Mass estimate

In Fig. 3 we compare the colours of 2M0418+21 with predic-
tions for brown dwarfs of various masses at the age of the Hyades
using the evolutionary models of the Lyon group (Allard et al.
2001; Chabrier et al. 2000). Each colour gives a slightly different
mass estimation: 0.044+0.005

−0.005 M�, 0.046+0.010
−0.005 M�, and 0.054+0.001

−0.001
M� for J − K, W1 − W2, and J − W2, respectively. We infer a
likely mass between 0.039–0.055 M� with an average value of
0.048+0.007

−0.009 M� for 2M0418+21. To summarize, we have identi-
fied a highly probable brown dwarf member of the Hyades clus-
ter.

3. Spectroscopic observations

We collected several optical spectra with three different gratings
installed on the OSIRIS (Optical System for Imaging and low-
intermediate Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy; Cepa et al.
2000) spectrograph on the 10.4m GTC in La Palma to char-
acterize the target. OSIRIS is equipped with two 2048 × 4096
Marconi CCD42-82 detectors offering a field of view of approx-
imately 7×7 arcmin2 with a binned pixel scale of 0.25 arcsec.

3.1. Low-resolution optical spectroscopy

We obtained two low-resolution optical spectra of 2M0418+21
with the R300R grating on GTC/OSIRIS on the nights of 25 and
26 January 2015 under filler program GTC51–14B (PI Lodieu).
We used an on-source integration of 1800 sec for both spectra
with the following configuration: slit of 1 arcsec and 2×2 bin-
ning. The observations were obtained under a seeing of 1.3 arc-
sec, with grey sky and clear conditions.
2 see http://spider.ipac.caltech.edu/staff/davy/ARCHIVE/index.shtml

Table 1. Compilation of the photometry for 2M0418+21.

R.A. (2MASS) 04:18:34.83
dec (2MASS) +21:31:27.5
z (SDSS DR9) 20.338±0.116 mag

J (2MASS) 17.152±0.239 mag
H (2MASS) 16.265±0.211 mag
Ks (2MASS) 15.381±0.198 mag

J (UKIDSS GPS DR10) 17.211±0.016 mag
H (UKIDSS GPS DR10) 16.147±0.011 mag
K (UKIDSS GPS DR10) 15.208±0.013 mag
H2 (UKIDSS GPS DR10) 15.247±0.029 mag
K1 (UKIDSS GCS DR10) 15.230±0.015 mag

W1 (AllWISE) 14.300±0.029 mag
W2 (AllWISE) 13.894±0.045 mag

µα cos δ 124± 7 mas/yr
µδ −53± 6 mas/yr

Notes. Photometry in the optical, near-infrared, and mid-infrared from
SDSS DR9 (York et al. 2000; Ahn et al. 2012b), 2MASS Point Source
catalogue (Cutri et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006), UKIDSS Galactic
Plane Survey and Galactic Clusters Survey (Lawrence et al. 2007; Lucas
et al. 2008), and AllWISE (Wright et al. 2010), as well as the mean
proper motion determined in this paper. There is no reliable detection
in the SDSS i filter and the WISE w3 band.

We collected two new optical spectra of 2M0418+21 with
the R1000R grating on GTC/OSIRIS as part of filler program
GTC38–15A (PI Lodieu). We used the same configuration as
above, except for the grating which offers a resolution that is
higher by approximately a factor of 3. We set the on-source in-
tegration to 1800 sec, repeated twice with a shift of 10 arcsec
(equivalent to 40 pixels) along the slit. The seeing was poor,
around 1.8 arcsec, but the sky was clear and the moon was within
7 days of new moon.

We reduced the optical spectra under the IRAF environ-
ment (Tody 1986, 1993) in a standard manner. First, we median-
combined the bias and flat fields taken during the afternoon. We
subtracted the mean bias from the raw spectrum of the target and
divided by the normalized flat field. We extracted the 1D spec-
trum by optimally choosing background level. We calibrated the
1D spectra with the response function derived from the spec-
trophotometric standard star Ross 640 (DZ5; Harrington & Dahn
1980; Monet et al. 2003; Cutri et al. 2003; Lépine & Shara 2005;
Sion et al. 2009). The final spectra of 2M0418+21, normalized
at 7500 Å, are displayed in Figure 6 along with known L dwarf
spectra templates from the literature (Schmidt et al. 2010; Fan
et al. 2000; Leggett et al. 2002; Geballe et al. 2002).

3.2. Medium-resolution optical spectroscopy

Following the analysis of the low-resolution spectra, we re-
quested a dedicated program to take optical spectra with the
highest resolution grating available (R2500R) on GTC/OSIRIS,
offering a resolution of ∼2400 at 6600 Å with a slit of 1 arcsec.
We secured five groups of two spectra of 30 min on-source each
shifted along the slit by 10 arcsec, yielding a total on-source ex-
posure of 5h. The observations were taken on the night of 19
December 2015 under a variable seeing of 1.3–1.5 arcsec, spec-
troscopic conditions, and the moon illuminated at 65% located
at 50 degrees from our target.

We reduced the R2500R spectra under the IRAF environ-
ment (Tody 1986, 1993) taking advantage of the fact that all
spectra were obtained consecutively on the same night. We sub-
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Fig. 6. Low-resolution optical spectra of 2M0418 obtained with the
R300R (three spectra) and R1000R (third from bottom) gratings on
GTC/OSIRIS (black lines). The continuum of the spectra are offset
vertically by 1.5 for visualization purposes. From top to bottom: We
overplotted the spectra of 2MASS J00361617+1821104 (L4; green), the
Sloan dwarf template (L5; red), the spectrum of SDSS J053952−005902
(L5; red), and 2MASS J08251968+2115521 (L6; green). See text for
details.

tracted each pair of optical spectra to remove the contribution of
the sky. Then, we averaged the five spectra at the nominal posi-
tion (“first frame”) and the shifted position (“second frame”) re-
jecting the lowest and highest values to create a combined spec-
trum at each position. Later, we combined the two frames by
shifting the second frame to the first one. The final 2D image is
shown at the top of Fig. 7, where the Hα emission line stands out
as a white dot with a signal-to-noise of 10 on top of a very faint
continuum with a signal-to-noise of ∼2 per spectral resolution
element of 2.6 Å.

We optimally extracted the spectrum by selecting the nomi-
nal position fitting the background without cosmic rays rejection.
We calibrated our spectrum in wavelength by fitting a 1D poly-
nomial to 20 arc lines with a dispersion of 1.03 Å/pixel and a rms
of 0.05 Å, corresponding to radial velocity precisions of ∼2.3
km/s. We calibrated this spectrum with the response function of

Fig. 7. Bottom: Combined 1D optical spectrum of 2M0418+21 taken
with the R2500R grating on GTC/OSIRIS on 19 December 2015. No
smoothing was applied. Top: Final combined 2D image of the R2500R
spectrum of 2M0418+21. The white dot on the left-hand side corre-
sponds to the Hα emission. The faint continuum is barely seen, but is
present.

the detector+grating derived from the spectrophotometric stan-
dard star Feige 110 (Høg et al. 2000; van Leeuwen 2007; Drilling
et al. 2013). The final 1D spectrum of 2M0418+21 is displayed
in Fig. 7. The emission line corresponds to Hα at 6563 Å. There
is no evidence of Hα emission in the spectrum gathered with
the R300R grism; however, data from the R1000R grism show
signs of Hα in emission with a pseudo-equivalent width (pEW)
between 4–10 Å, although its low signal-to-noise ratio does not
make it a reliable detection.

4. Analysis

4.1. Spectral classification and spectroscopic distance

The overall appearance of the 2M0418+21 low-resolution spec-
trum displayed in Fig. 6 suggests a mid-L dwarf. To de-
rive a spectral type with better accuracy, we compared our
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GTC/OSIRIS spectrum with the Sloan L dwarf template pub-
licly available for each subclass (Schmidt et al. 2010, 2014).
We find the L5 SDSS template (red line) provides the best fit
to our spectrum (black line) up to 9000 Å (Fig. 6). We also
compared our optical spectrum to a set of spectral templates
listed on Sandy Leggett’s webpage3 and discovered by the Sloan
team (Knapp et al. 2004; Golimowski et al. 2004; Chiu et al.
2006), including 2MASS J00361617+1821104 (L4; Reid et al.
2000; Kirkpatrick et al. 2000; Knapp et al. 2004), LHS 102B
(L4.5–L5 (binary); EROS Collaboration et al. 1999; Henry et al.
2006; Kirkpatrick et al. 2001), SDSS05395199−0059020 (L5),
SDSS13262982−0038315 (L5.5; Fan et al. 2000; Vrba et al.
2004) and 2MASS08251968+2115521 (L6; Kirkpatrick et al.
2000; Dahn et al. 2002). We find the best match for the L5 dwarf
up to 10000 Å, as in the case of the SDSS templates. The L4
and L6 dwarfs are bluer and redder beyond 8800 Å, respectively
(Fig. 6). The L6 has a much straighter redward spectrum than our
target, marked by the presence of the FeH bands at ∼8700 Å and
the H2O band at ∼9300 Å. As a consequence, we derive an un-
certainty of half a subclass for our optical spectral classification
by comparison with the mid-L dwarf standards.

Assuming the spectral type vs absolute magnitude relation
for L5 dwarfs from Dupuy & Liu (2012) in all five passbands
available for 2M0418+21, we derive spectrophotometric dis-
tances of 57.8, 53.1, 50.1, 42.3, and 40.6 pc in J, H, K, w1,
and w2, respectively, with typical errors in the 5–10 pc range.
These error bars take into account the uncertainty of 0.5 class
in the spectral type. We observe a trend towards closer distances
with redder wavelengths. Averaging all these measurements with
equal weights because we assume that the polynomial fits in each
filter represent independent measurements, we infer a mean dis-
tance of 48.8±4.0 pc. The error on the distance is rms on the
distance divided by the square root of 5 (the number of measure-
ments). We assume that 2M0418+21 is single. Our mean value
is close to the accepted distance of the Hyades cluster from Hip-
parcos (46.3±0.3 pc; van Leeuwen 2009).

4.2. Hα emission

We detected a clear emission line present in each individual
spectrum at the nominal position of Hα (6562.8 Å) over the full
time of observations, from UT=22h to UT=1h40 (Fig. 7). This
is the first detection of Hα in emission in a mid-L dwarf classi-
fied as a high-probability photometric, astrometric, and spectro-
scopic candidate member of the Hyades cluster. However, com-
parable levels of activity have been reported in field L dwarfs
(Schmidt et al. 2015; Pineda et al. 2016).

We measured the ratio of Hα to bolometric luminosity
for our target following the method outlined in Burgasser
et al. (2011). We calibrated the flux of 2M0418+21 with
the spectrophotometric standard star Feige 110 observed with
GTC/OSIRIS on the same night. We considered the R-band mag-
nitude of Feige 110 (11.70 mag; Landolt & Uomoto 2007) be-
cause it contains the Hα line. In this passband our target is
∼30,000 times fainter than Feige 110. We assumed a bolometric
correction in the K band of 3.3 for a L5 dwarf (Golimowski et al.
2004) and assumed a solar bolometric luminosity of Mbol = 4.74.
We used the distance of 48.8 pc for 2M0418+21 (see previous
section). We infer a value of log10(LHα/Lbol) = −6.0 dex, consis-
tent with the drop in activity seen from late-M to mid-L dwarfs
(see e.g. Figure 5 of Berger et al. 2010). Owing to the cluster

3 http://staff.gemini.edu/∼sleggett/LTdata.html

age we can discard accretion as the origin of this emission and
postulate chromospheric activity as its cause.

2M0418+21 represents an important addition to the sample
of L5 dwarfs with detected Hα emission and log10(LHα/Lbol)
measurements because its age is well constrained to 625±50
Myr. We collected a large number of L4.5–L5.5 with reported
Hα pEWs, yielding a wide range of values in log10(LHα/Lbol).
The highest values can reach up to −3.7 dex, while the faintest
upper limit lies around −7.5 dex. Reiners & Basri (2008) looked
at one L4.5 and three L5 and placed upper limits on the
log10(LHα/Lbol). The sample of SDSS L5 dwarfs includes 10
L4.5, 24 L5, and 2 L5.5 sources with seven detections of Hα
in emission, and three classified as variable (Schmidt et al. 2007,
2015). In their sample, Pineda et al. (2016) included three L5
with Hα in emission in one of them. They inferred a fraction
of emitters of 20% (15–35%; 68% confidence limit), consis-
tent with the interval from the SDSS sample (Schmidt et al.
2007, 2015) although to date there are few sources. We also note
that a large number of L dwarfs show variability in their level
of chromospheric activity (Liebert et al. 2003; Reiners & Basri
2008; Schmidt et al. 2015; Pineda et al. 2016), the most striking
case being the L5.5e+T7 binary 2MASSI J1315309−264951AB
(L5.5; Hall 2002a,b; Gizis 2002; Burgasser et al. 2011, 2013,
2015).

4.3. Radial velocity and space motion

We measured the position of the Hα line in the 1D spectrum with
the splot task under IRAF. We identified the line at 6564.11 Å
with an error of 0.04 Å, while the nominal air wavelength from
the NIST Atomic Spectra Database is 6562.819 Å. We should
add in quadrature the error on our wavelength calibration (2.3
km/s, see Section 3.2) and uncertainty due to the timespan in
our observations (0.2 km/s). We inferred a radial velocity of
38.0±2.9 km/s (Table 2) after correcting for the rotation of the
Earth, the motion of the Earth around the Earth-Moon barycen-
tre, the orbit of the barycentre about the Sun, and motion of the
Sun relative to the specified standard of rest. Our value is in close
agreement with the mean values derived independently from the
ground (39.1±0.2 km/s; Detweiler et al. 1984) and from space
with Hipparcos (39.48±0.30 km/s; de Bruijne et al. 2001). We
infer a space motion of [U,V,W]=[−42.92, −23.96, −0.72] km/s
for 2M0418+21 (Table 2), in close agreement with the space
motion of the cluster centre: [−41.1, −19.2, −1.4] km/s (van
Leeuwen 2009).

According to Vizier, 2M0418+21 should have a Gaia G-band
of 19.096 and should be included in the Initial Gaia Source List
(Smart & Nicastro 2014), implying that precise coordinates and
proper motions will be soon available since the second Gaia data
release is expected at the end of 2017. However, based on the
equation G − J ∼ 0.244×SpT− 12.6332 kindly provided by R.
Smart, 2M0418+21 might have G ∼ 20.4 mag, placing it at the
faint end of the Gaia catalogue. Therefore, it is unclear at this
stage whether its membership to the Hyades cluster will be set-
tled by Gaia in the near future.

4.4. Lithium absorption

The lithium test was proposed in the early 1990s to distinguish
between very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs (Rebolo et al.
1992; Magazzu et al. 1993). The technique relies on the detec-
tion of lithium in absorption at 6707.8 Å for late-M and L dwarfs
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Table 2. Results of our spectroscopic analysis.

SpT L5±0.5
Spectroscopic distance 48.8±4.0 pc

Radial velocity 38.0±2.9 km/s
U −42.92 km/s
V −23.96 km/s
W −0.72 km/s

Lbol 2.80 ×1029 erg/s
log10(LHα/Lbol) −6.0 dex

Notes. We quote the spectral type, spectroscopic distance, radial ve-
locity, space motion, and ratio of the log10(LHα/Lbol) luminosity for
2M0418+21.

straddling the stellar-substellar boundary. If lithium is detected,
the object is substellar.

Brown dwarf evolutionary models predict a lithium conser-
vation of 95% for 0.050M� brown dwarfs independent of age,
whereas a 0.055 M� should conserve 50% of its initial Li con-
tent and a 0.060 M� should have totally destroyed lithium at
the age of the Hyades. In Fig. 8 we show the predicted lithium
depletion/preservation as a function of mass at the age of the
Hyades. The observation of the lithium feature at 6707.8 Å in
mid-L dwarfs could potentially provide a critical test of con-
sistency: models reproduce both the atmospheric properties (i.e.
colours) and the physics of the interior described by the lithium
content for the same mass. Many nearby old field L dwarfs show
lithium in absorption with more than 60% of L dwarfs with spec-
tral types later than L5 having pseudo-equivalent widths greater
than 10–15 Å, suggesting that the great majority of >L5 dwarfs
are brown dwarfs.

Can lithium be detected in a mid-L dwarf at the age of the
Hyades? There are several detections of the lithium resonance
doublet at 6707.8 Å reported in the literature for field L dwarfs
with pEWs ranging from 1 Å to 20 Å (Kirkpatrick et al. 2000,
2008; Cruz et al. 2009; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2014). For in-
stance, Faherty et al. (2014) and Lodieu et al. (2015) have re-
ported the detection of lithium in the two components of the
nearest binary (L7–T0) brown dwarf to the Sun, Luhman 16AB
(Luhman 2013). If preserved at the level predicted, there is a
high probability that lithium can be detected in Hyades mid-L
dwarfs. A determination of the lithium abundance in low-mass
Hyades members would provide precise determinations of their
masses and confirm them as genuine Hyades brown dwarfs.

In Fig. 9 we compare our medium-resolution optical spec-
trum of 2M0418+21 smoothed by a factor of nine (black line)
with the unsmoothed VLT X-shooter spectrum (red line) of Luh-
man16A (L7; R∼11000; Lodieu et al. 2015). By direct compar-
ison with the clear lithium absorption present in the X-shooter
spectrum of Luhman 16A, we observe a wide feature around
6708 Å that might be consistent in strength with the full preser-
vation of lithium. We measured an equivalent width in the range
15–20 Å. However, we cannot claim the detection of lithium due
to the low signal-to-noise of the spectrum. If the absorption fea-
ture were confirmed as being due to lithium with a higher qual-
ity spectrum., it would imply a mass below 0.050 M�. If true,
2M0418+21 would become the first relatively old L-type brown
dwarf with well-determined mass and age. Its photometric and
spectroscopic properties would represent a benchmark to clas-
sify isolated objects in the field for which neither mass nor age
can be reliably determined.
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4.5. Alkali lines

We measured the pEWs of two alkali lines present in the spec-
tra of mid-L dwarfs, which are known to be sensitive to gravity.
They are better detected than the NaI doublet at ∼8200 Å ow-
ing to the low signal-to-noise of our spectra and the redness of
mid-L dwarfs. On the one hand, we measured consistent pEWs
of 5±2 Å for the RbI feature at 8946 Å in both low-resolution
spectra. We checked the strength of this line in several L dwarfs
with spectral types between L3 and L8 downloaded from Sandy
Leggett’s homepage and in Luhman 16AB (Lodieu et al. 2015),
yielding pEWs in the 3–7 Å range. On the other hand, we mea-
sured a pEW of 5.0±0.5 Å for the CsI line at 8521 Å, consis-
tent with the 3–6 Å range for L4–L6 dwarfs (see Figure 17 of
Lodieu et al. 2015), obtained using data from Kirkpatrick et al.
(2000) and Burgasser et al. (2003). The fits from Dupuy & Liu
(2012) suggests MJ = 13.40 mag for a L5 dwarf with an rms of
0.39 mag. Our object would have MJ = 13.71±0.07 mag, con-
sistent with field dwarf within the uncertainties. At this spectral
type (mid-L dwarfs), Figure 25 of Liu et al. (2016) suggests that
young objects have fainter absolute J-band magnitude, so our
target is most consistent with the field population.
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5. Conclusions

We cross-matched the 2MASS and AllWISE databases for iden-
tification of very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs with proper
motions consistent with membership in the Hyades cluster. We
report on the spectroscopic follow-up with GTC/OSIRIS of one
faint proper motion candidate, 2M0418+21, discovered in this
search. According to its photometry, proper motion/radial veloc-
ity, and spectroscopic properties we conclude that this object is
very likely a brown dwarf member of the Hyades. The main re-
sults obtained from the astrometric, photometric, and spectro-
scopic analysis of the 2M0418+21 data are as follows:

• a proper motion fully consistent with that of the Hyades clus-
ter, where the maximum likelihood method suggests a prob-
ability greater than 90% for membership in the Hyades;

• an optical spectral type of L5.0±0.5 fully consistent with the
measured photometric colours;

• a radial velocity of 38.0±2.9 km/s, which is combined with
our proper motion to yield a space motion fully consistent
with that of higher mass Hyades members;

• a mean spectrophotometric distance of 48.8±4.0 pc;
• an mass estimated from evolutionary models and photometry

between 0.039–0.055 M�, i.e. in the brown dwarf domain;
• a spectrum consistent with lithium in absorption at 6707.8 Å;

however, a higher signal-to-noise is required to confirm the
full preservation of lithium expected for an object with mass
below 0.050 M�;

• strong Hα emission detected in the intermediate-resolution
optical spectra obtained on 19 December 2015 leading to a
Hα to bolometric luminosity ratio of −6.0 dex between the
strongest mid-L emitters and the current upper limits set for
old field L dwarfs.

These findings make 2M0418+21 the faintest and oldest
mid-L brown dwarf with a known age exhibiting Hα emission.
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